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Unsub allows libraries to use current 
usage (COUNTER JR1) to predict future 
use - taking into account OA, backfile 
access, continuing subscriptions, and 
ILL (and lost access)



Post-Cancellation Access (PCA) 

The content accessible to a subscriber after cancellation of a big deal 

AKA Post-Termination Access (PTA), backfile access, perpetual access

Access varies by publisher and based on historical agreements

● Core “Subscribed” titles PCA = a subset of titles available post-cancellation
● Database model PCA = all titles are available post-cancellation

When a library cancels, it still has access to OA content, aggregator content, and 
some continued subscriptions





How valuable are post-cancellation 
access rights?



What are some components of PCA value?

● Cost Avoidance

● Cancellation insurance

● Allows the impact of cancellation to be gradual rather than sudden

● Archival role



This study

Four libraries

● 2 R2s, 2 R1s

Five major publishers

● SAGE, Springer, Wiley (PCA to 100% of titles)
● Elsevier, Taylor & Francis (PCA to a subset of titles)

Eight EBSCO full-text databases - combined into one file

Analysis using COUNTER Release 4 JR1 and JR5 reports, with some of the work in 
Unsub

Looked at most recent ten years of usage



How we used Unsub

● Loaded COUNTER JR1 reports for each publisher and each library
● Loaded custom backlist reports to test different levels of access

○ Actual PCA list
○ PCA list with earlier cutoff dates (2010-2014)

● Loaded aggregator coverage lists



What proportion of current usage would be covered immediately* after cancellation?

All sources of access after cancellation
● Licensed PCA
● Aggregator
● Open Access
● (Ignoring any ongoing subscriptions)

Four libraries (2 R1, 2 R2)

Five publishers

Bars = min/max

Data Source: COUNTER JR1, 
Aggregator Source List, Unsub

*in the first year after cancellation



What proportion of current usage would be covered immediately after cancellation?

OA is at least constant, and will likely 
increase over time

PCA will diminish over time

PCA overlaps to some extent with OA

Four libraries (2 R1, 2 R2)

Five publishers

Bars = min/max

Data Source: COUNTER JR1, 
Aggregator Source Lists, Unsub



What proportion of current usage would be covered immediately after cancellation?

No deduplication between aggregator 
and PCA access = a rough 
approximation of total coverage

Four libraries (2 R1, 2 R2)

Five publishers

Bars = min/max

Data Source: COUNTER JR1, 
Aggregator Source Lists, Unsub



What proportion of current usage would be covered immediately after cancellation?

Licensed PCA is represented in 
purple

Four libraries (2 R1, 2 R2)

Five publishers

Bars = min/max

Data Source: COUNTER JR1, 
Aggregator Source Lists, Unsub



Cancellation might have a relatively 
small impact immediately, but what 

happens over time?



“Five years out” = backfile ends five 
years ago
● Used custom PCA list in Unsub 

with 2010-2014 coverage
“Immediately after cancellation”
● Used true PCA list in Unsub

Four libraries (2 R1, 2 R2)

Five publishers

Data Source: COUNTER JR1, 
Aggregator Source List, Unsub



“Five years out” = backfile ends five 
years ago
● Used custom PCA list in Unsub 

with 2010-2014 coverage
“Immediately after cancellation”
● Used true PCA list in Unsub

Four libraries (2 R1, 2 R2)

Five publishers

Data Source: COUNTER JR1, 
Aggregator Source List, Unsub



From JR1 to JR5
Previous slides used COUNTER Release 4 JR1 reports in Unsub

The following slides use COUNTER JR5, which reports on usage by year of 
publication, giving more granular data to understand how PCA value, as measured 
by usage, changes over time



How does the proportion of usage change by Year of Publication?
 

No variation by 
publisher

*Four libraries (2 R1, 2 
R2)
*Five publishers
*Usage of deep backfile 
(10+ years old) not 
included

Data Source: COUNTER 
JR5 Reports



JR5s show a “2-3-5-10” usage pattern

*Follow us for 
more pie chart 
recipes



Only taking into 
account post 
cancellation access, 
retained subscriptions, 
lost access

*Four libraries (2 R1, 2 R2)
*Five publishers
*Assumed 50% usage of 
subs retained
*Usage of deep backfile 
(10+ years old) not 
included

Data Source: COUNTER 
JR5 Reports

What proportion of current usage would be covered over time after cancellation?



Including OA & 
Aggregator access, post 
cancellation access, 
retained subscriptions, 
lost access

Agg content constant 
OA grows over time

*Four libraries (2 R1, 2 R2)
*Five publishers
*Usage of deep backfile
(10+ years old) not included

Data Source: COUNTER 
JR5 Reports & Aggregator 
Source Lists

What proportion of current usage would be covered over time after cancellation?



With Aggregator 
access and OA as 
first resort, PCA loses 
its value much more 
quickly

Agg content constant 
OA grows over time

*Four libraries (2 R1, 2 R2)
*Five publishers
*Usage of deep backfile (10+ 
years old) not included

Data Source: COUNTER JR5 
Reports & Aggregator Source 
Lists

What proportion of current usage would be covered over time after cancellation?



Translating PCA usage into value (in dollars) 

 Total usage 
(year before 
cancellation)

 % of usage 
uniquely covered

by PCA rights 

# of uses 
uniquely 

covered by 
PCA 

X = 

# of uses 
uniquely 

covered by 
PCA 

X 
Value
---------

Use
= Value ($$)



Cost
---------

Use

Translating PCA usage into value (in dollars) 

  Total usage 
(year before 
cancellation) 

 % of usage 
uniquely covered

by PCA rights 

# of uses 
uniquely 

covered by 
PCA 

X = 

# of uses 
uniquely 

covered by 
PCA 

X = Value ($$)

*Calculate annually over 10 years,
taking into account diminishing use of older content over time



1 Yellow bars show increasing gap 
from the end of package PCA

PCA Value Grid 
Preliminary Illustration 
(exploratory slicing & dicing)

* 1 library
* Publisher 1
* Unsub - estimated 
PCA usage not covered 
by OA or Aggregator
*JR 5 usage by year of 
publication
* historical package cost
*10 yr window of pca
*usage does NOT take 
current subs into 
account



2

PCA Value Grid 
Preliminary Illustration 
(exploratory slicing & dicing)

* 1 library
* Publisher 1
* Unsub - estimated 
PCA usage not covered 
by OA or Aggregator
*JR 5 usage by year of 
publication
* historical package cost
*10 yr window of pca
*usage does NOT take 
current subs into 
account

<<29290 uses
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PCA Value Grid 
Preliminary Illustration 
(exploratory slicing & dicing)

* 1 library
* Publisher 1
* Unsub - estimated 
PCA usage not covered 
by OA or Aggregator
*JR 5 usage by year of 
publication
* historical package cost
*10 yr window of pca
*usage does NOT take 
current subs into 
account

By publication year

<<29290 uses
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PCA Value Grid 
Preliminary Illustration 
(exploratory slicing & dicing)

* 1 library
* Publisher 1
* Unsub - estimated 
PCA usage not covered 
by OA or Aggregator
*JR 5 usage by year of 
publication
* historical package cost
*10 yr window of pca
*usage does NOT take 
current subs into 
account



5 PCA value by year of 
purchase and overall

PCA Value Grid 
Preliminary Illustration 
(exploratory slicing & dicing)

* 1 library
* Publisher 1
* Unsub - estimated 
PCA usage not covered 
by OA or Aggregator
*JR 5 usage by year of 
publication
* historical package cost
*10 yr window of pca
*usage does NOT take 
current subs into 
account



Post cancellation access: Indispensable or unnecessary?

More valuable vs Less valuable
The deeper the planned cut, the greater the PCA 
value

PCA has no direct value unless/until you cancel

When the full package is covered When only subscription titles are covered

Immediately after package cancellation Longer after package cancellation

When lost access is less acceptable When lost access is more acceptable

When a gradual impact of cancellation is preferred When a sudden impact of cancellation is acceptable

When OA & aggregator access are less acceptable or 
accessible

When OA & aggregator access are acceptable 
substitutes

When alternative access takes more effort from users When alternative access is easy b/c tools are in 
place to support it

Concluding thoughts
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